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Combining synthetic data with subsampling  
to create public use microdata files for large scale surveys 

Jörg Drechsler and Jerome P. Reiter 1 

Abstract 
To create public use files from large scale surveys, statistical agencies sometimes release random subsamples of the original 
records. Random subsampling reduces file sizes for secondary data analysts and reduces risks of unintended disclosures of 
survey participants’ confidential information. However, subsampling does not eliminate risks, so that alteration of the data is 
needed before dissemination. We propose to create disclosure-protected subsamples from large scale surveys based on 
multiple imputation. The idea is to replace identifying or sensitive values in the original sample with draws from statistical 
models, and release subsamples of the disclosure-protected data. We present methods for making inferences with the 
multiple synthetic subsamples. 
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1. Introduction 
 
National Statistical Institutes (NSIs) like the U.S. Census 

Bureau and Statistics Canada conduct large scale surveys 
that are highly valued by secondary data analysts, such as 
the American Community Survey (ACS) and the National 
Longitudinal Survey of Children and Youth (NLSCY). 
While these analysts desire access to as much data as 
possible, the NSI also must protect the confidentiality of 
survey participants’ identities and sensitive attributes. A 
common strategy for reducing disclosure risks in large scale 
studies is to release subsamples of the original survey data; 
for example, the Census Bureau releases a subsample from 
the collected ACS data comprising 1% of all U.S. house-
holds (the collected ACS data comprise 2.5% of all house-
holds), and Statistics Canada releases a 20% sample of indi-
viduals from the NLSCY. See Willenborg and de Waal 
(2001) and Reiter (2005) for discussions of the confiden-
tiality protection engendered by sampling. Typically, how-
ever, subsampling alone does not eliminate disclosure 
risks, particularly for units in the subsample with unusual 
combinations of characteristics. NSIs therefore alter data 
before dissemination. For example, in the ACS, the Cen-
sus Bureau performs data swapping, topcoding of selected 
variables, aggregating of geography, and age perturbation; 
in the NLSCY, Statistics Canada uses data swapping and 
suppression. 

When implemented with high intensity, as may be nec-
essary to protect confidentiality in highly visible surveys, 
standard disclosure limitation strategies can seriously distort 
inferences (Winkler 2007; Elliott and Purdam 2007; 
Drechsler and Reiter 2010). Further, for many standard 
techniques it is difficult for data analysts - especially those 

without advanced statistical training - to properly account 
for the effects of the disclosure control in estimation. Moti-
vated by these limitations, we propose a new approach for 
generating public use microdata samples from large scale 
surveys called subsampling with synthesis. The basic idea is 
to replace identifying or sensitive values in the original 
sample with multiple draws from statistical models esti-
mated with the original data file, and release subsamples of 
the disclosure-protected data. The subsamples can com-
prise one common set of records, or they can be taken 
independently. 

This approach is a variant of partially synthetic data 
(Little 1993; Reiter 2003), which has been used in the U.S. 
to create several public use data products, including the 
Survey of Income and Program Participation, the Longitudi-
nal Business Database, the Survey of Consumer Finances, 
the American Community Survey group quarters data, and 
OnTheMap. The approach proposed here differs from par-
tial synthesis because of the subsampling, which neces-
sitates adjustments to the inferential methods of Reiter 
(2003); these are presented here. The approach also differs 
from the methods for creating synthetic public use micro-
data samples of census data developed recently by Drechsler 
and Reiter (2010). In subsampling with synthesis, the initial 
data come from a survey and not from a census; thus, infer-
ences must account for the additional uncertainty that results 
from the initial sampling. 

 
2. General approach  

We now describe the data generation and inferential 
procedures for the two approaches to subsampling with 
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synthesis: releasing different (independent) subsamples, and 
releasing a common set of records in each subsample. The 
data generation methods, as well as methods for making 
valid inferences from the multiple datasets, depend on the 
subsampling approach. For both approaches, we let D  
denote the original survey data of 1n  units sampled from a 
population consisting of N  units. We initially assume that 
the original sampling design is a simple random sample; we 
later extend to stratified sampling. We assume that all 
sampled units fully respond in .D  Unlike for standard 
partial synthesis (Reiter 2004), methods have not been 
developed to handle missing data and synthesis with sub-
sampling simultaneously. We focus here on general descrip-
tions of the approaches and presentation of the inferential 
methods. We do not discuss synthesis model building stra-
tegies; see Drechsler and Reiter (2009) and the references 
therein for guidance.  
2.1 Releasing different random subsamples  
2.1.1 Summary of approach  

To begin, the NSI creates m  partially synthetic datasets, 
= { : = 1, , },syn iD D i m  for the original survey following 

the approach of Reiter (2003). Specifically, the NSI replaces 
identifying or sensitive values in D  with multiple impu-
tations. Synthesis models are estimated using only the 
records whose values will be synthesized. The synthesis is 
done independently m  times, resulting in .synD  The NSI 
then takes a simple random subsample of 2 1<n n  records 
from each iD . These m  subsamples, = { : =syn id d i  
1, , },m  are released to the public. 

The analyst of synd  seeks inferences about some esti-
mand ,Q  such as a population mean or regression coef-
ficient. In each ,id  the analyst estimates Q  with some point 
estimator q  and estimates the variance of q  with some 
estimator ,u  where the analyst specifies q  and u  acting as 
if id  were the collected data. Here, u  is specified ignoring 
any finite population correction factors; for example, when 
q  is the sample mean, 2

2= / ,u s n  with 2s  being the 
sample variance. For = 1, , ,i m  let iq  and iu  be the 
values of q  and u  in .id  The following quantities are 
needed for inferences.  
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The analyst then can use mq  to estimate Q  and  

                       2 1 2= ( / / ) /d m mT n n n N u b m   (4) 

to estimate the variance of .mq  Derivations of these 
estimates are presented in Section 2.1.2. We note that 
without subsampling, i.e., 2 1= ,n n  (4) equals the variance 
estimate for standard partial synthesis (Reiter 2003). For 
large 2,n  inferences are based on a t -distribution, ( mq   

) (0, ),dd
Q t T  with degrees of freedom = ( 1) (1d m    

2
2 1 2( / / ) / ) .m mn n n N mu b  
The inferential methods can be extended to stratified 

samples in which the NSI uses the same strata for the 
subsample and original sample. Let hN  be the population 
size in stratum ,h  where = 1, , .h H  For each ,h  let 

mhq  and dhT  be the values of (1) and (4) computed using 
only the records in synd  in stratum .h  These estimates are 
used in inferences for population quantities in stratum .h  
For inferences about the entire population mean, the point 
estimate of Q  is = ( / ) ,hm h mhq N N q  and its estimated 
variance is 2= ( / ) .hd h dhT N N T  Point and variance esti-
mates for nonlinear functions of means can be derived using 
Taylor series expansions. We note that NSIs should release 
the values of 2 1/h hn n  for all strata to enable variance 
estimation.  
2.1.2 Derivation of inferences for the different 

random subsamples approach  
The analyst seeks ( | ),synf Q d  which can be written as  

      ( | ) = ( | , ) ( | ) .syn syn syn syn syn synf Q d f Q D d f D d dD  (5) 

For all derivations in Section 2.1.2, we assume that the 
analyst’s distributions are identical to those used by the NSI 
for creating .synD  We also assume that the sample sizes are 
large enough to permit normal approximations for these 
distributions. Thus, we require only the first two moments 
for each distribution, which we derive using standard large 
sample Bayesian arguments. Diffuse priors are assumed for 
all parameters. 

Let iQ  and iU  be the point estimate of Q  and its vari-
ance that the analyst would compute with iD  (which is not 
available to the analyst). Let , ,m mQ U  and mB  be defined as 
in (1) - (3) but using iQ  and .iU  From standard partial 
synthesis results (Reiter 2003), we have ( | ) ( ,syn mQ D N Q  

/ ).m mU B m  We assume that 2 1( | ) ( , (1 / ) )i i i iq D N Q n n u  
and, as is typical in multiple imputation contexts, that 

.i mu u  Thus, using standard Bayesian theory, we have 

2 1( | ) ( , (1 / ) / )m syn m mQ d N q n n u m  and (( 1) /(m mm b B   
2

2 1 1(1 / ) ) | ) .m syn mn n u d    Hence, we have ( | ,synf Q d  

2 1, ) = ( , / (1 / ) / ).m m m m m mB U N q U B m n n u m    
To get ( | ),synf Q d  we need to integrate out mB  and mU  

from this distribution. We do so by substituting mB  and mU  
with their approximate expected values. To approximate 
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( | ),m synE B d  we use 2 1(1 / ) .m mb n n u   To approximate 
( | ),m synE U d  we note that  

Var( | ) = [var( | ) | ] var[ ( | ) | ]

= ( | ) var( | ).

i i i i i

i i i i

Q d E Q D d E Q D d

E U d Q d



 (6)
 

Here, 2var( | ) = (1 / ) .i iQ d n N u  Solving (6), we have 

2 1 2( | ) ( / / ) .m syn mE U d n n n N u   After substitution of 
these expected values, we have var( | ) = .syn dQ d T  

Since we use an estimated variance for ,Q  we approxi-
mate ( | )synf Q d  with a t -distribution with mean mq  and 
variance .dT  The degrees of freedom, ,d  is derived by 
matching the first two moments of 2 1( ) / {( /d dT n n   

2 2 1/ ) / (1 / ) / }m m mn N u B m n n u m    to those of a 2

d
  

distribution.  
2.2 Releasing the same random subsample   

At first glance, releasing a common set of records in each 
subsample looks like standard partial synthesis. However, 
Reiter’s (2003) variance estimator can be positively biased 
in this context. To illustrate, suppose that D  comprises one 
variable with sample mean 1.x  Also suppose that we create 

synD  by replacing all values of ,x  and we randomly select a 
common set of 2n  records for the subsample. Let = ,m   
and let Q  be the population mean of .x  If replacements are 
simulated from the correct model, which is estimated with 

,D  then 1= .q x  Hence, var( )q  is identical to the 
variance of 1,x  which is 2

1 1 1(1 / ) / .n N s n  However, 
Reiter’s (2003) variance estimate includes mu  based on 

2
2 2 2(1 / ) / ,n N s n  where 2 2

2 1( ) = .E s s  Hence, in general 
Reiter’s (2003) variance will have positive bias for sub-
samples with synthesis. 

In place of standard partial synthesis, we adopt the ap-
proach taken by Reiter (2008) for multiple imputation for 
missing data when records used for imputation are not used 
or disseminated for analysis. This setting is akin to sub-
sampling the same records in each id  because the models 
for the synthesis are estimated with ,D  but the analyst only 
has synd  for analysis; that is, not all records used for impu-
tation are disseminated for analysis. 

For convenience, we summarize the methodology of 
Reiter (2008) here but do not include the derivations. First, 
as in standard partial synthesis, the NSI estimates the syn-
thesis models using only the records whose values will be 
synthesized. Let   be the parameters that govern the distri-
bution of the synthetic data models. Second, the NSI sam-
ples m  values of   from its posterior distribution. Third, 
for each drawn ( )l  where = 1, , ,l m  the NSI draws a 
replacement dataset ( , )l pD  from the synthesis models based 
on ( ).l  The NSI repeats this process r  times for each 

( ).l  Finally, the NSI releases the collection of =M mr  

subsamples from these datasets, * ( , )= { : =l pd d l 1, , ;m  
= 1, , }.p r  Each ( , )l pd  includes an index of its nest .l  
For = 1, ,l m  and = 1, , ,p r  let ( , )l pq  and ( , )l pu  

be the estimate of Q  and its estimated variance computed 
with ( , ).l pd  Here, ( , )l pu  includes the finite population cor-
rection factor. The following quantities are used for 
inferences:  
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The analyst can use Mq  to estimate Q  and =s MT u   
(1 1/ ) /M M Mw m b w r    to estimate the variance of .Mq  

When r  is large, inferences are based on a t -distribution, 
( ) (0, ),M ss
q Q t T   with degrees of freedom  
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It is possible that < 0,sT  particularly for small m  and 
.r  Instead, analysts can use the always positive but conser-

vative variance estimator, * = (1 ) (1 1/ ) ,s s MT T m b     
where = 1  when > 0sT  and = 0  otherwise. Motiva-
tion for this estimator is provided in Reiter (2008). Gener-
ally, negative values of sT  can be avoided by making m  
and r  large. When < 0,sT  inferences are based on a t -
distribution with ( 1)m   degrees of freedom, which comes 
from using only the first term and *

sT  in (11). 
For stratified designs, the point estimate for whole 

population quantities is = ( / ) ,hM h Mhq N N q  and its esti-
mated variance is 2= ( / ) ,hs h shT N N T  where Mhq  and 

shT  are the point estimate and its variance in stratum .h  The 
degrees of freedom in the t -distribution for stratified 
sampling is  
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This is derived by moment matching to a 2  random 
variable. 
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3. Illustrative simulations using a stratified 
      sampling design  

In this section, we investigate the analytical properties of 
the inferential procedures for subsampling with synthesis for 
stratified simple random sampling. We generate a popula-
tion of =N 1,000,000 records comprising five variables, 

1 5, , ,Y Y  in =H 4 strata. 1Y  is a categorical variable with 
ten categories generated according to the distribution in 
Table 1. The distributions for 2 5( , , )Y Y  are displayed in 
Table 2, along with the stratum sizes.  
Table 1 
Empirical distribution of 1Y  in the generated population 
  

    1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
percentage 24.77  32.63  16.38  15.06  7.13  2.53  0.95  0.33 0.15 0.09 

To create ,D  we randomly sample 1 =hn 7,500 records 
from each stratum. Each subsample comprises 2 =hn 5,000 
records for each stratum. In practice, the NSI might use 
proportional allocation to set each 1hn  and choose smaller 
sampling rates to set 2 .hn  We use a common sample size 
and large sampling fractions to illustrate that the variance 
formulas for subsampling with synthesis correctly handle 
non-trivial finite population correction factors, e.g., 50% of 
the records are sampled in stratum 4. 

We consider 4Y  and 5Y  to be the confidential variables 
and illustrate two synthesis scenarios. In the first, we 

synthesize all records’ values of 4Y  and 5.Y  To do so, in 
each stratum we simulate 4hY  using a regression of 4hY  on 

1 2 3( , , )h h hY Y Y  estimated with ,D  and we simulate 5hY  
using a regression of 5hY  on 1 2 3 4( , , , )h h h hY Y Y Y  estimated 
with .D  Predictions of 5hY  are based on the synthesized 
values of 4 .hY  In the second approach, in each stratum we 
replace 4hY  and 5hY  only for all records with 3 > ,h hY p  
where  hp   is the 90th  percentile of  3Y   in the population 
in stratum .h  We generate replacement values by sampling 
from regression models; however, the models in each 
stratum are estimated only with those records satisfying 

3 > .h hY p  
For the different subsamples approach, we generate 
= 5m  synthetic surveys as outlined in Section 2.1. For the 

same subsample approach, we first draw = 5m  values of 
,  the regression coefficients and variances. For each ( ),l  

we generate = 5r  synthetic datasets for every first stage 
nest. 

For all scenarios, we repeat the process of (i) creating D  
by sampling from the population and (ii) generating sub-
samples with synthesis a total of 5,000 times. For each of 
these 5,000 runs, we obtain inferences for fifty quantities, 
including the population means and within-stratum means 
of 4Y  and 5,Y  the coefficients from a regression of 3Y  on all 
other variables, and the coefficients from a regression of 5Y  
on all other variables. The regressions are estimated sepa-
rately in each stratum. 

 
 
 
Table 2 
Parameters for drawing 2 5( , , )Y Y  for the population 
  

   Stratum size  Model  Distribution of the error term 
Stratum 1  750,000  2 1=Y Y e   (0, 5)e N   

   3 1 2=Y Y Y e     

   4 1 2 3=Y Y Y Y e      

    5 1 2 3 4=Y Y Y Y Y e       

Stratum 2  200,000  2 1= 2Y Y e   (0, 10)e N   

   3 1 2= 2 0.5Y Y Y e     

   4 1 2 3= 2 0.5Y Y Y Y e      

    5 1 2 3 4= 2 0.5 0.5 0.25Y Y Y Y Y e       

Stratum 3  40,000  2 1= 3Y Y e    (0, 30)e N   

   3 1 2= 3 1.5Y Y Y e      

   4 1 2 3= 3 1 / 3Y Y Y Y e       

    5 1 2 3 4= 3 1 / 3 1 / 9Y Y Y Y Y e        

Stratum 4  10,000  2 1= 2Y Y e    (0, 20)e N   

   3 1 2= 1.5Y Y Y e      

   4 1 2 3= 2 1 / 4Y Y Y Y e       

   5 1 2 3 4= 2 1 / 4 1 / 16Y Y Y Y Y e      
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Figure 1 displays key results of the simulations. The left 
panel displays the ratios of the simulated average of dT  
(and )sT  over the corresponding simulated var( )mq  for the 
fifty estimands. The median ratios are close to one in all 
scenarios, and the averages of dT  (and )sT  never differ by 
more than 10% from their actual variances. Thus, both sT  
and dT  appear to be approximately valid variance esti-
mators. 

The middle panel of Figure 1 summarizes the percent-
ages of the 5,000 synthetic 95% confidence intervals based 
on dT  (and on )sT  that cover their corresponding .Q  The 
coverage rates are close to 0.95 except for the regression 
coefficients for the same subsampling approach with 100% 
synthesis. For these coefficients, < 0sT  in up to 38% of 
the simulation runs, so that confidence intervals are based 
on the conservative *.sT  The highest fraction of negative 
variances occurs in the smallest stratum which has a 
sampling rate of 50%. All variance estimates are positive 
when only 10% of the records are synthesized. 

The right panel of Figure 1 displays the ratios of the 
simulated root mean squared error (RMSE) of mq  over the 
simulated RMSE from the subsamples without any synthe-
sis. For the same subsampling approach, the RMSEs of the 
synthetic subsamples tend to be smaller than the RMSEs 
based on the subsamples without any synthesis, particularly 
for the 100% synthesis. The smaller RMSEs result because 
the synthesis models are determined with ,D  i.e., the survey 
data before taking the subsample, so that they carry addi-
tional information that is not in the subsamples without 

synthesis. For the different synthetic subsamples, the RMSE 
ratios typically exceed one. Here, increased synthesis leads 
to greater loss in efficiency. We note that the RMSEs from 
the different sample and same sample approaches in Figure 
1 are not directly comparable because they are based on 
different denominators. 

To enable comparisons across the methods, as well as to 
illustrate the losses in efficiency from subsampling, we 
repeat the simulation design using =m 25 for the inde-
pendent subsamples approach and =mr 25 for the same 
subsamples approach. The left panel of Figure 2 displays the 
simulated RMSE ratios for the fifty estimands in the 
different scenarios, where the denominators are the average 
RMSEs based on the original data before any confidentiality 
protection. The right panel of Figure 2 displays the ratios of 
simulated average lengths of the 95% confidence intervals, 
where the denominators are the average lengths based on 
the original data before any confidentiality protection. Based 
on the left panel, for a given total number of released data-
sets and given synthesis percentage, the independent sample 
approach results in more efficient estimates than the same 
sample approach. The right panel tells a similar story, 
although it is harder to see because of the scaling. Here, the 
same sample approach with 100% synthesis results in high 
fractions of negative variance estimates, so that the adjusted 
variance *

sT  is often used, thereby inflating the interval 
lengths. Figure 2 also includes results from synthesis with-
out any subsampling, which generally provides more effi-
cient estimates than either subsampling approach. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1 Simulation results for the stratified sampling design. In  the labels, s and d in dicate the same subsample and the different 
subsamples approach. The numbers indicate the percentage of records that are being synthesized. The denominators of 
the RMSE are based o n the point estimates from the subs amples without synthesis. For the different subsamples 
approach, the RMSE is computed from the average of the m  point estimates. Each box plot comprises fifty estimands 
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Figure 2 Efficiency comparisons for the stratified sampling design. In the labels, org  and syn  indicate the original sample and the 
synthetic sample before subsampling; and, s, d, and the numbers are as in Figure 1. The denominators of the RMSE are 
based on the point estimates from the original sample without synthesis. Each box plot comprises fifty estimands 

 
 

4. Concluding remarks  
The different subsamples and same subsamples ap-

proaches have competing advantages. For a fixed number of 
released datasets ,M  the different subsamples approach 
enables estimation with greater efficiency than the same 
subsamples approach - as evident in Figure 2 - since the 
released subsamples are independent rather than correlated. 
The different subsamples approach also guarantees positive 
variance estimates; the same subsample approach does not. 
However, with large M  the different subsamples approach 
weakens the confidentiality protections of subsampling, 
since the combined datasets are likely to contain most of the 
records from the original survey. Hence, unless the sub-
sampling rate is small (e.g., 1% or 2%), the NSI may have 
to make m  modest (e.g., =m 5) to use the different sub-
samples approach. Because of this, the different samples 
approach is not viable when the original sample size is 
modest. 

As an alternative to subsampling with synthesis, agencies 
could release partially synthetic data that include all records 
from the original sample, assuming that they are willing to 
release files of that size. Partial synthesis on the original data 
generally engenders estimates with lower variances than 
subsampling with synthesis - as evident in Figure 2 - since 
more records are released. However, partial synthesis on the 
original data generally engenders higher disclosure risks 
than subsampling with synthesis, since more at risk records 
are in the released data and since the additional protection 
from subsampling is absent. Agencies can compare the two 
options on disclosure risks using the methods of Drechsler 
and Reiter (2008), which account for the protection afforded 

by sampling, and on data utility by comparing inferences for 
representative analyses. 

It is also possible that the process of subsampling may 
engender sufficient additional protection to enable lesser 
amounts of synthesis than would be necessary in a partial 
synthesis of the entire original dataset. Evaluating the data 
utility for subsampling with synthesis versus synthesis only 
for given disclosure risks is beyond the scope of this short 
note, but it is an interesting area for future research. 

We have not developed subsampling with synthesis ap-
proaches for sampling designs other than (stratified) simple 
random samples. For the different subsamples approach, 
appropriate inferential methods require an approximately 
unbiased estimate of the variance from the first phase of 
sampling that can be computed from the subsample alone. 
This is elusive for complicated designs. For the same 
subsample approach, we conjecture that analysts can use the 
inferential methods presented in Section 2.2, provided that 

Mu  appropriately accounts for the two phases of sampling. 
We note that the formulas for Mw  and Mb  remain the same 
for other designs. Evaluating this conjecture is a subject of 
future research.  
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